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Clathrate Hydrates Are Poor
Models of Biomolecule
Hydration

Cluthratc hydrates .fi)rmthe hasis of u gencrul model of biomolecide hydrution. In cluihrutc)
hydrate crystul .structrirc~~s,
the size qf f‘hydrogcm-bondedwatc7r rings is Iiigkdy construined to,five
rnernhers. Thc cluthrute h j d r u t r m o d d predicts that the size of wuter ring.s neur hiomolecule
sirrfuccs is sirnilur!,~construined to j i v e members. This report dcxrihes u test of‘this modtd o/
hiomol~.c.iilrhjdrution. U’e have demonstrated thut,fivcJ-memheredwater rings urc not u generul
jiwtiire o/protc.in or nicckic ucid hydration. The cluthrute hydrute model upprurs to he inuppropriutci.fiv soliib1tJhiornol~~ciile~s.
0 1996 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

INTRODUCTION
The hydrophobic effect is a dominant force in biomolecular conformation and stability. Nonpolar
residues cannot participate in hydrogen-bonding
interactions with bulk water. Consequently the
thermodynamics of transfer of a nonpolar molecule from liquid cycjohexane to water corresponds
to -6 kcal/mol at room t e m ~ e r a t u r eThis
. ~ unfavorable entropy of hydratioi is thought to arise
from formation of an ordered network of hydrogen-bonded water molecules around nonpolar
solutes. The hydrogen-bonded network of water
molecules surrounding nonpolar molecules in solution may be similar to that of clathrate hydr a t e ~. ~-In’ this report we compare the hydrogenbonded network ofwater molecules in clathrate hydrates to that surrounding biomolecules.
Clathrate hydrates are crystalline substances in
which nonpolar molecules are encapsulated by networks of hydrogen-bonded water molecules. The
“ordering” of these water molecules refers to their
localization and to regular repeats of certain struc-
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tural motifs. One outstanding motif of clathrate
hydrates is a five-membered ring of fully hydrogenbonded water molecules. Crystallographically, one
can observe such rings originating at one water
molecule, passing via hydrogen bonds through four
others before returning to the original water molecule. The sizes of water rings in clathrate hydrates
are
constrained, with five, Or
four O r
six water molecules.
Water molecules of clathrate hydrates are firmly
bound with well-defined positions and orientations. Preferential formation of five-membered
rings implies long-range through-bond and/or
through-space interactions. These interactions
would be attenuated by rotational and translational motions of the water molecules. Dunitz8 has
noted that the limiting entropy of transfer of a water from bulk to a well-defined position and orientation corresponds to around -2 kcal/mol at room
temperature. Thus the limiting entropic cost of formation of a single five-membered ring corresponds
to -10 kcal/mol.
The clathrate hydrates, with five-membered
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rings of highly localized, fully hydrogen-bonded
water molecules, have provided a model for hydration of hydrophobic regions of biomolecules. Support for the clathrate hydrate model of bimolecular
hydration has been provided by observation of fivemembered water rings in hydration shells of proteins and nucleic acids. Five-membered water rings
have been observed in the hydration shells of
crambin, B-DNA d( CG) .proflavine, l o A-DNA
[d(GGBrUABTJACC)I2,
I ' and insulin.I2
The clathrate hydrate model predicts that fivemembered hydrogen-bonded water rings are statistically overrepresented around hydrophobic regions of biomolecules, both nucleic acid and protein. We have developed assays for the validity of
the clathrate hydrate model and have tested this
prediction. Our results suggest that clathrate hydrates may not provide a useful model for biomolecule hydration.
The arrangement of water molecules of the npropylamine clathrate hydrate is expected to
closely resemble biomolecule hydration (G. A.
Jeffrey, personal communication). Hydrogen
bonds polarize water molecules. Rings maximize
the induced polarities.
We have examined several proteins and nucleic
acids representing each major secondary structural
class, including A-, B-, and Z-DNA, and DNAdrug complexes. Crambin, d( GGBTJABWACC),
and d ( CpG)-proflavine were chosen because fivemembered water rings have been described near
their surfaces. We have used proteins and representatives of each DNA structural class that were determined to high resolution (see Table I ) .

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The initial step in our test of the clathrate hydrate model
was to define the normal distribution of water ring sizes
in the absence of preferential formation of any particular
ring size. A definition of normal distribution allowed
quantitative assessment of the degree of overrepresentation of any given ring size in observed hydration shells.
The definition of normal distribution was given by a sfatistical model. The statistical model contrasts with the
clathrate hydrate model by predicting relative populations ofwater rings solely by the number ofpossible combinations that can produce each ring. The statistical
model predicts normal distributions in which no ring size
is energetically preferred. In the statistical model the relative population [ M ( n , w ) ] of rings with n members is
given by

M ( n , w)

= ( W ) ! / ~ ( W -n ) ! ( n )

Table I Refinement Statistics for
Biomolecules Studied
Resolution

R-Factor

Biomolecule

(AT

(%Ib

Erabutoxin''
Crambing
Achromobacter protease I
d(CGCGCG)"
d(CGATATATCG)I6
d(CG). proflavine"
d(CGATCG) . adriamycin13
d(GGB'UAB'U ACC)' I

1.4
0.95
1.2

14.4
12.9
14.9
18.0
17.8
15.1
20.0
14.0

1.o

1.70
0.9
1.4
1.7

a The accuracy of a crystal structure depends strongly on the
resolution ofthe diffraction pattern. The resolution is calculated
as X/2 sin 8,where 8 is the angle at which the diffraction pattern
fades, and X is the radiation wavelength (A). The structures ofall
biomolecules studied in this paper were determined to relatively
high resolution.
The crystallographic R factor provides a measure of
agreement between calculated (Fc)and observed ( P o )structure
factors. The R factor is calculated as Zhk,llFol IFcll/Chk,/Fo/.For
a macromolecular crystallographic experiment, R factors are
typically about 20%. The structures of all biomolecules studied
in this paper were refined to relatively low R factors.
~

M is a function of the number of ring members ( n ) ,and
the total number of hydrating water molecules ( w ) . Predictions of the statistical and clathrate hydrate models
were compared to each other and to observed distributions via the program CYCLONE.13 CYCLONE uses
three-dimensional coordinates to determine populations
of rings in the hydration shell of a macromolecule.
With the exception of crambin and n-propylamine
clathrate hydrate, coordinates of water molecules were
obtained from the Protein Data Bank ( PDB).14 The coordinates of the water molecules surrounding crambin
were provided by Dr. Martha Teeter. Water molecule coordinates of n-propylamine clathrate hydrate were obtained from the original citation.'
CYCLONE sets up a matrix of all interatomic contacts less than 3.4 and sorts the matrix to count rings.
The hydrogen-bond cutoff distance, 3.4 A, was determined as described previously. l 3 Distributions of rings
are not sensitive to changes (3.0-3.6
in the cutoff distance (data not shown). CYCLONE operates within a
defined three-dimensional box. Lattices were generated
with appropriate symmetry to ensure that rings involving
water molecules ofdifferent asymmetric units were properly counted. There is a critical box volume below which
an accurate distribution is not obtained. This edge effect
arises when the ratio of volume to surface area is too low.
With a sufficiently large volume, increasing the volume
increases the numbers of rings observed, but does not
alter the distribution.
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(see Figure 2). Extent of hydration is given by the
number of crystallographically ordered water molecules normalized to the size ofthe DNA fragment,
including other ligands (i.e., the number of water
molecules per base pair or drug molecule). The distribution of ring sizes is given by the slope of the log
Q( n , w)vs log M ( n , w)plot, where Q( n , w)is the
number of rings found by CYCLONE and M ( n ,
w)is calculated as described above. The slope of
the log Q( n , w )vs log M ( n , w)plot increases with
the ratio of large rings to small rings. The results in
Figure 2 suggest that the distribution of ring sizes is
related to the extent of hydration.
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FIGURE 1 Observed distribution of rings in the crystal structures of ( A ) crambin and n-propylamine clathrate hydrate, and ( B ) erabutoxin, [ d ( CGATATATCG)Jzand [d(CGCGCG)I2. In each case the frequency
has been normalized to the number of water molecules.
N is ring size.

RESULTS
We have determined the distribution of water ring
sizes in a series of previously reported crystal structures. The series includes n-propylamine clathrate
hydrate (structure described in Ref. 7 ) , crambin,’
erabutoxin, l 5 achromobacter protease I (PDB entry 1 ARB), B-DNA [ d ( CGATATATCG)I2,
and Z-DNA [d(CGCGCG)]2.17The x-ray intensity data of each structure is of sufficiently high
quality so that water molecules can be confidently
located. These biomolecules represent both proteins and nucleic acids of widely varying sequences
and in different crystallographic packing environments. Observed relationships between ring size
and frequency are shown for crambin and n-propylamine clathrate hydrate in Figure IA, and for
erabutoxin, B-DNA [ d ( CGATATATCG)I2, and
Z-DNA [ d ( CGCGCG)l2in Figure 1B. The results
described here suggest that the clathrate hydrate
model is not of general utility for describing biomolecule hydration.
We have also investigated the correlation between the distribution of ring sizes and the extent
of hydration for DNA and DNA-drug complexes

The hydration shell of crambin has similarities but
also significant differences from predictions of the
clathrate hydrate model. Crambin is of particular
interest because five-membered water rings were
described near portions of this molecule.’ Our results confirm that five-membered rings are statistically overrepresented in the hydration shell of
crambin. The observed relationship between ring
size and population in the hydration shell of crambin is illustrated in Figure 1A. There are many fiveand three-membered rings and many fewer fouror six-membered rings. Thus five-membered water
rings are abundant in crambin and the n-propyl-
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amine clathrate hydrate. Three-membered water
rings are abundant near the surface of crambin, but
absent for n -propylamine clathrate hydrate.
Our results show that overrepresentation of fivemembered rings is not a general characteristic of
protein hydration. The distribution of water ring
sizes near crambin appears to be anomalous. A
search for protein hydration shells in which fivemembered rings are statistically overrepresented
yielded only crambin. For example, the relationship of ring size and frequency in the hydration
shell of the protein erabutoxin is illustrated in Figure 1B. In this case five-membered rings occur at
low frequency. We have also determined that only
three-membered water rings are present near the
surface of Achromobacter protease I (data not
shown; structure obtained from the PDB, entry
number 1 ARB). In summary, three of four protein structures studied with CYCLONE do not display a preference for five-membered water rings.
Similarly, five-membered rings have been reported
to occur at low frequency in the hydration shell of
Iysozyme."
Three-membered rings are the most abundant
in the hydration shells of erabutoxin, achromobacter protease I, and lysozyme.18 In addition
three-membered rings occur with high frequency
in the hydration shell of crambin. This result is surprising because small rings are thought to be intnnsically unstable due to ring strain and thus are expected at low frequency."

DNA
We previously provided evidence that the clathrate
hydrate model may not be generally applicable to
nucleic acid hydration.13 A quantitative determination of water ring size distribution did not reveal
overrepresentation of five-membered rings even in
structures where five-membered rings had been described. Previous observation of five-membered
rings does not indicate statistical overrepresentation. Specifically, we reported that five-membered
hydrogen-bonded water rings are not statistically
overrepresented near the A conformation of
[ d ( GGBrUABTJACC)]2, or B-DNA-drug complexes d ( CGATCG). adriamycin and d ( CG). proflavine. Although these results are inconsistent with
the general applicability of ?he clathrate hydrate
model of DNA hydration, the possibility remains
that the clathrate model correctly describes hydration
near B-DNA or specific DNA residues or sequences.
It has been proposed that five-membered water rings
occur at high frequency near 5-methyl and 5-bromo

groups of thymine and uracil'' and near the sequence d ( TATA) in B-DNA.20
We have determined the distribution of water
ring sizes in the hydration shell of B-form
[ d ( CGATATATCG)12(structure reported in Ref.
16). The observed relationship between ring size
and population is illustrated in Figure IB. Fivemembered rings are not overrepresented. Threemembered rings are the most abundant.
In hydration shells of nucleic acids, the distribution of water ring sizes is determined largely by the
extent of hydration. Extent of hydration is given by
the number of crystallographically ordered water
molecules normalized to the size of the DNA fragment, including other ligands. The distribution of
ring sizes is given by the slope of the log Q( n , M') vs
log M ( n , w)plot. This slope increases with the ratio of large rings to small rings. As shown in Figure
2 the distribution of ring sizes correlates remarkably with the extent of hydration. When five DNA
fragments and DNA. drug complexes are included,
the relationship between extent of hydration and
distribution of ring sizes is nearly linear. The correlation coefficient is 0.73. The d ( CG).proflavine
complex is an outlier as might be expected from the
small size of the DNA fragment and the high ratio
of drug to DNA (two molecules of proflavine
per dinucleotide duplex). In the absence of
d ( C G ) .proflavine, the correlation coefficient for
the relationship plotted in Figure 2 is 0.95.
The model of biomolecule hydration emerging
from our studies is one in which the distribution of
water ring sizes is random. In dehydrated systems
such as Z-form [d(CGCGCG)l2, the larger ring
sizes (i.e., n = 4-7) are underrepresented. The water density near such biomolecules is sufficiently
low that formation of larger ring sizes occurs infrequently. The water molecules are widely separated
from one another and interact predominantly with
the biomolecule. There is not a continuous network of hydrogen-bonded water molecules. This
model can explain the high frequency with which
three-membered water rings are observed near the
surfaces of proteins and nucleic acids in crystals.

Conclusion
The clathrate hydrate model of hydration implies
many water molecules are firmly bound to a macromolecular surface and/or to other water molecules. Such firmly bound water molecules are energetically expensive and may in fact signal insolubility in water. This proposal is consistent with the
cluster of 5-membered rings near crambin, a water-
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insoluble protein." We have been unable to discern overrepresentation of five-membered rings in
hydration shells of soluble macromolecules. Our
statistical model, with randomly associating water
molecules, is consistent with loosely bound, disordered water molecules in the hydration shells of
soluble macromolecules.
This work was supported by American Cancer Society
Grant NP-83 1. The coordinates of the water molecules
surrounding crambin were provided by Dr. Martha Teeter, Boston College.
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